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ABSTRACT
Over the past few years, the South African wine industry has seen an increase in
conversations and discussions, and also some controversy, around the Swartland
wine region. Views on this area have changed dramatically over the past few years.
This dissertation addresses the facts concerning the Swartland as a wine producing
region in South Africa, and takes the opinions of wine personalities into account. Indepth interviews were carried out with various key producers, farmers, winemakers
and viticulturists in the area, and also wine writers and wine officials in an effort to
better understand this new ‘cult wine’ producing area. Various aspects pertaining to
this area are addressed, including the soil and climate, viticulture, winemaking and
marketing. The relatively newly formed Swartland Independent Movement /
Swartland Independent Producers (SIP) Organisation which emerged from the
Swartland Revolution, and its importance to the area, is also discussed. The results of
this study were tremendously interesting, and encouraging. Based on the unique
climate of the area (very dry, little rain), cultivation methodology used, and the
winemakers input, together with opinions and facts obtained from key figures in the
South African wine industry as well as some world renowned overseas wine
personalities, led to the author conclude that the Swartland is indeed a wine region to
be taken (more) seriously in the future.
It may indeed be called ‘the new South African wine hub’.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES
1.1

Introduction

Over the past few years, the South African wine industry has seen an increase in
conversations and discussions, and also controversy, around the Swartland Wine
Region. Views on this area have changed dramatically over recent years.1 This
dissertation addresses the facts concerning the Swartland as a wine producing region
of (increasing) note in South Africa.
Viticulture in the Swartland is still comparatively young, and is practiced under
dryland conditions, with minimal irrigation.
The Swartland Revolution was introduced in 2010, the original purpose of which was
marketing not only for the few producers that were initially involved, but
marketing for the entire area and the towns. Producers in the area intended to create a
better market awareness and to share their passion of the area with other wine lovers.
The Swartland Revolution is an educational wine event that is held annually, over a
weekend in November.
The Swartland Independent Movement / Swartland Independent Producers (SIP)
Organisation was subsequently established, to create ongoing awareness around the
Swartland area, and awareness of the unique style of winemaking. Later, the SIP seal
was derived.
1.2

Objectives

The main objective of this dissertation is to illustrate/prove why increasingly more
recognition is being given, and substantiate why increasingly more recognition
should be given, to the Swartland wine region.
The importance of the Swartland Revolution and the Swartland Independent
Movement in this regard will also be discussed.
1.3

Methodology

This study was carried out using, mainly, personal interviews with wine farmers,
winemakers, and other personalities in the Swartland region. Viticultural consultants
and a Vinpro consultant were also interviewed. Recent opinions from some wellknown overseas wine personalities were later also taken into account. Literature was
consulted. The outcome of the study is therefore mostly based on the opinions of
those consulted (qualitatively), and the number of award-winning wines
(quantitatively).
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Using my own knowledge and experience of the area, the outcomes of the
investigation process used during this study, facts obtained from Platter’s South
African Wine Guide,2 and favourable recent opinions of well-known international
wine personalities, I have attempted to draw a meaningful conclusion, as related to
the main objective stated.
1.4

The Swartland

According to Kench et al., in the well-known Complete Book of South African Wine3:
the Swartland district is bounded on the south by Durbanville and Paarl regions, on
the east by the Berg River, and on the west by the Atlantic Ocean, whose cool
breezes modify many of the microclimates in the area.
The Swartland is an area situated in the West Coast District, bordering the Atlantic
Ocean to the west, the City of Cape Town to the south, the Cape Winelands District
to the east, and Saldanha Bay Municipality, Berg River to its north, north-east. Until
2001, Swartland had the largest population in the West Coast, but after 2006 was
overtaken by Saldanha Bay. The largest towns in the Swartland are Malmesbury,
Mooreesburg, Darling, Riebeek West, Riebeek Kasteel and Yzerfontein.4,5
Malmesbury is the administrative center of the Swartland Municipality. It has a
diversified economic base; it includes agriculture, as well as a diversified industrial
sector and infrastructure.
Jan van Riebeeck called this softly undulating country between the mountain ranges
‘Het Zwarte Land’ (the Black Land) because of the endemic Renosterbos. After the
rains, mainly in winter, the Renosterbos takes on a dark appearance when viewed
from the distance. The wide fertile plain has wheat fields reaching up to the foot of
the mountains. The wheat fields are interrupted by wine, fruit and vegetable farms.
Viticulture in the Swartland is still comparatively young, and is practiced under
dryland conditions, with minimal irrigation.6 The vineyards reach up the foothills of
the mountains (Piketberg, Porterville, Riebeek, Paardedeberg) and along the banks of
the Berg River. In the past, the region was planted mainly to bush vines, but trellising
is increasingly being adopted due to advances in management strategies and quality
considerations.
The Swartland has traditionally been a source of robust, full-bodied red wines and
high quality, fortified wines. In very recent times, some exciting award-winning
wines have emerged, both red and white, and the area continues to produce top portstyle wines. Increasing percentages of Pinotage, Shiraz and Cabernet Sauvignon are
being grown here, as well as Chardonnay, Chenin Blanc and Sauvignon Blanc.7
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2 BRIEF HISTORY OF THE SWARTLAND
The very early days:
In autumn 1655, only 3 years after, the arrival of Jan van Riebeeck in Table Bay,
Adelborst Jan Wintervogel, together with seven other vrywilligers (Eng: volunteers),
went on the first expedition inland, away from the Castle of Good Hope. The inland
then held many uncertainties. The expedition took 19 days and all but one returned
alive. During this expedition they came across many Bushmen, who had cattle and
sheep in their possession.8 Later, many battles followed between them and the
Bushmen, in the district then known as ‘The Swartland’.
‘Swartland’:
To date, there is no concrete evidence why the area is known as the ‘Swartland’,
other than it being known for the red/black soils as well as the black shade of all the
renoster en baken bushes. According to one source, Jan van Riebeeck called this
softly undulating country between the mountain ranges ‘Het Zwarte Land’ (the Black
Land) because of the endemic Renosterbos, which took on a dark appearance when
wet, when viewed from a distance.6 (See also Section 1.4.)
The earliest sign of the use of the word Swartland, for the area, appeared in the
historical archives (as cited in Smit, 19478) in the ‘day register’ of 26 August 1701.
According to the archives, from as early as 1700 there were signs of hunting, and the
meat was a crucial supplement for the harbour post to supply passing ships. By 1704,
there were already weilisensies (Eng: grazing licenses) for farmers that had sheep
and needed land to host them. Until 1714, no rent or license fees were paid.
However, after twelve months these farmers had to move to other fields; therefore,
they only build temporary houses and sheds. As far as can be ascertained, the farm
Tweekuil was the oldest post in the Swartland. After the hunters, the farmers soon
followed in the direction of the Swartland.8
Farming:
According to the archives, as cited in Smit (1947)8, by 1703, farming enterprises had
already spread to more diverse options. Interest in and the potential of grain farming,
for which the Swartland is so famous still today, became apparent. Several farms
emerged, of which the following two are examples.
In 1707, Kiesenbos were given to Michiel Basson, whose family is still farming the
same land in the fifth generation.8 In the mid-1700s, the farm Groenekloof was given
to Henning Huysing. This is an area now very well known for the cool climate
Sauvignon Blanc. Huysing was given the biggest license for cattle farming as well as
a meat contract to deliver 120 000 pounds of meat per year to the ‘Roemwaardige
Maatschappy’. Groenekloof also used to be the biggest salt supply of the Cape.
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Frans, the son of W.A. van der Stel, was the first to hold a salt license at
Groenekloof.8 The name of the area Paardeberg appeared in the archives in the day
register of 20 June 1701. The old farms in the area were to the south: Het Staart van
de Paardeberg, Het slot van de Paardeberg and De Grendel van de Paardeberg.8
At that time, there was no real evidence of the urge or need to plant wine grapes. All
energy was directed at wheat and meat farming. The history of the area is so focused
on the Church, that the agricultural history was not much noted throughout the time.
No signs were evident of wine grape farming until 1795, by which time the
Swartland was known as ‘Graanmagezynen der Colonie’ (Eng: the Colony’s grain
basket’). The fact that livestock attracted the most interest after wheat farming is
evident in the archives of the year 1799 (information tabulated in Table 1, for
simplicity)8
Table 1: Farmers and farming in the Swartland by the turn of the 18th century
Name

Farm

Horses Cattle

Sheep

Christiaan
Gobregts
Abraham
Matthys
van Aarde:
Willem
Basson:
Frans
Johannes
Retief
Albertus
Basson
Johannes
Louw,
Albert Sn.
Widow
Margaretha
Coetzee
Johannes
Louw,
Jacobus
Sn.
Arnoldus
Basson

Ronde
Valley
Bloemen
daals
Fonteyn
Kiesen
bosch

46

144

943

30

25

46

Reeboks
fontein

Klip
fontein

Barley
(muid)

400

Wild
rye
(muid)
9

250

360

-

160

138

800

670

30

760

58

41

470

120

-

270

19

20

78

160

22

60

69

164

583

200

80

100

35

208

421

359

65

360

45

35

275

495

65

380

20

28

100

250

200

-
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Wheat
(muid)

Wine
grape
vines

400

1100

Wine farming:
By the turn of the century, a diverse farming mix existed and the first evidence of
wine grape farming had emerged.8
Malmesbury:
The Swartlandkerk was established in 1745, at which time there were only 24 people
living in/near the town; most people lived over a wide area, far from each other. The
thatched roof church on the hill became the place where the governing body
gathered. Soon there became a need for churchgoers to have a town where they could
obtain supplies and do some trading. In 1828 the need came from the people living
on farms to buy land around the church. The civil commissioner of the Cape District
reported this need to the governor, Sir Lowry Cole, who granted the idea and allowed
plots to be sold around the church. He commissioned a land surveyor, T. Knobel, to
make available 30 40 church properties (1 acre each in size). The first sales of these
properties took place on 10 November 1828: on this day 18 single properties were
sold at 16000 riksdalers (around £30 per acre).9
On 21 May 1827, Governor, Sir Lowry Cole motioned that the town be given the
name ‘Malmesbury’ (“dat het nieuwe Dorp aan Zwartlands Kerk, zal genoemd
worden Malmenbury”). The name was chosen to honor his father-in-law, Sir Edward
James Harris, the first Count of Malmesbury, England. From here the town of
Malmesbury grew; houses were developed around the centre of the town the
Church.
Westelike Graanboere-Koöperasie / Wesgraan:
In 1912, the first wheat co-operative (co-op) was established: Westelike Graanboere
/ Koöperasie, or Wesgraan. At this time, many farmers were wary to join the
initiative, mainly due the lack of education and the understanding of the pros and
cons of such a body. Thus the early years were very difficult. The farmers that were
on the governing body actually drove the early initiative. It was also expanded to
other areas, such as Caledon, Bredasdorp, Moorreesburg and Porterville. The
initiative started with only 25 members in 1912, and grew exponentially to 2600
members by 1959. The total turnover of £290 in its first year grew to £4,203,121 in
1959.9
Swartlandse Koöperatiewe Wynmaatskappy:
Hereafter, wine grape farming took off in a big way. At this time most of the grape
farms were situated in the Paardeberg. The Swartlandse Koöperatiewe
Wynmaatskappy was established in 1948. Just prior to the establishment of the cooperative (co-op), plantings were halted so that it could be planned which grapes the
co-op needed to farm, i.e., what should be planted. In the past, each farmer had
simply planted whatever he wanted to.
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During the first harvest season of 1950 the co-op processed 2300 tons of grapes.
Prior to that, there were small wineries on all the farms, which were later resurrected,
like Kalmoesfontien (AA Badenhorst Family Wines), Orangerie (Paardebosch
Wines), Lammershoek, and many others.
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3 SWARTLAND TERROIR
“The terroir is the coming together of the climate, the soil, and the landscape. It is the
combination of an infinite number of factors: temperatures by night and by day,
rainfall distribution, hours of sunlight, slope and drainage, to name but a few. All these
factors react with each other to form, in each part of the vineyard, this is what French
wine growers call a terroir.” Bruno Prats – Proprietor of Chateau Cos d’Estournel
(cited in Halliday & Johnson, 199219).10

3.1

Soil

The soil composition of a vineyard is one of the most important viticultural
considerations when planting grape vines. The soil supports the root structure of the
vine and influences the drainage levels and the amounts of minerals and nutrients
that the vine is exposed to. The ideal soil condition for a vine is a layer of thin topsoil
and subsoil that sufficiently retains water but also has good drainage so that the roots
do not become overly saturated. The ability of the soil to retain heat and/or reflect it
back up to the vine is also an important consideration that affects the ripening of the
grapes.11
There are several minerals that are vital to the health of the vines, i.e., minerals that
all good vineyard soils should have. These include the following:
calcium, which helps to neutralise the soil pH levels
iron, which is essential for photosynthesis
magnesium, which is an important component of chlorophyll
nitrogen, which is assimilated in the form of nitrates
phosphates, which encourage root development
potassium, which improves the vine metabolism and increases its health for
the following year’s crop.
Soil may be rated according to its moisture retaining capacity, hydromorphic
properties, colour, ground reaction (pH), depth, fertility and surface orientation.12
The value of soil is determined according to its quality factors. In some cases, some
wine characteristics are linked to the soil’s chemical properties, whereas in other
cases they are valued according to its hydromorphic properties. In some cases, the
soil will not reach its full potential when not situated in an ideal climate and aspect
and thus the soil will be undervalued to the production need of a certain cultivar.
Overall, it appears that soil and climate are not easily separated, due to the soil’s
ability to modify itself according to climate a most advantageous property.12
The Swartland is the biggest wine region in South Africa if area and volume is taken
into account. Correspondingly, with this volume in terms of land, comes a wide
variety of soils.
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The Swartland, an arid/semi-arid region, traditionally known for its wheat
production, has isolated wine growing areas at the foothill of mountains such as
Piketberg, Riebeekberg, Paardeberg, Portervilleberg, and next to the Berg River,
where the soil is deep enough for sufficient moisture supply to continue production
under dryland circumstances.12
The parent materials of these soils are predominantly ‘filliete’ (decomposed granite)
and schist deriving from the Malmesbury Supergroup, sediment older than the
Tafelberg sandstone group from the Coastal Region and the Bokkeveld group, from
which moderate leached, mostly structured but relative shallow soil developed. The
soil groups that changed over years are products of the schist and filliete, and of the
isolated Tafelberg sandstone, and they are mixed, similar to in the foothills and next
to the river. Deeper soils with a higher potential are found, where vine plantations
predominantly take place.12
According to Vinpro,13 the Swartland area contains 31 dominant and 9 sub-dominant
soil forms. Of these, only a few can be considered to be of critical importance (the
rest do not cover a significant area). Some of these soils also have viticulture
suitability similar to the soil forms with which they generally occur and are
associated. Only a few of the more important soil forms found in the Swartland will
now be described. A soil association map is shown in Appendix A3. Further detailed
information is available from: Vinpro’s Katena (Eng: Catena) material.13
3.1.1 Glenrosa (Gs) Soil association symbol A
Relatively shallow soils on rock and hardpan; average >300 mm depth to rock.
Location: Located on the foothills, generally on the southern slopes or where layers
of shale are relatively upright.

Orthic A horizon

Lithocutanic B horizon

A

B

Figure 6: Glenrosa soil: Greywacke parent material (A) and schist parent material
(B).13
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3.1.2 Swartland (Sw) Soil association symbol M
Red-coloured duplex soils; >500 mm depth to rock.
Location: Swartland soil can be found alongside Glenrosa on mid-terraces and foot
slopes of mountain ranges, as well as on low hills.

Orthic A horizon

Pedocutanic
B horizon
Saproliet

B

A

Figure 7: Swartland soil: Greywacke parent material (A) and schist parent material
(B).13
3.1.3 Hutton (Hu) Soil association symbol C
Red-brown apedal soils; moderate depth (>600 mm); usually <15% clay.
Location: Mainly situated on middle and lower sections of the mid-slopes of
surrounding mountains or hills of a specific landscape.
Orthic A horizon

Red apedal horizon

Figure 8: Hutton soil profile.13
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3.1.4 Discussion
(including Swartland winemakers’ opinions on the soil)
Chris Mullineux (Mullineux Family Wines) is of the opinion that there are three
(main) soil types in the Swartland: decomposed granite in the Paardeberg, slate soil
of the Riebeek Mountain (Malmesbury shale), and red iron-rich clay soil north of
Malmesbury.14
Granite based soils in the Swartland are deep, sandy soils and found close to, or on,
the granite outcrops of the Paardeberg Mountains. The soils are generally duplex in
character, consisting of a very deep layer of coarse, bleached sand on top of a thick
layer of wet (gleyed) clay. The sandy topsoil is extremely well drained, but the thick,
dense layer of clay, which often lies meters below the surface, acts as a slow release
sponge for the vines’ deeper roots over the summer. According to Mullineux: “Wines
from these soils tend to be exceptionally pure, with a granitic perfume and nervy
acidity”.14
One of the few unique characteristics of Malmesbury shale is that, due to the tectonic
collision about 540 million years ago, the sedimentary layers of shale often lie in a
vertical orientation. This allows for the soils to drain very easily, as excess water has
unlimited drainage opportunity between the ‘bedding planes’, or layers of shale. The
vines are therefore never in the situation that they can ‘relax’ they are forced to
push their roots down in search for water. Fortunately, shale based soils generally
have a good clay content, which means there is always moisture available between
the shale layers for the vines’ deeper roots. According to Mullineux: “Wines
produced from these soils tend to have blue fruit and earthy character. They are well
structured with good acidity, and form the backbone of any blend.”14
Gravel and iron based soils are reddish and yellowish brown soils, usually associated
with granitic hills around Malmesbury and the Paardeberg. These soils, at altitudes of
150–400 m, are deep, with a relatively high gravel and clay content. This means that
they are well drained, but have good water retention properties. Vines grown in these
soils struggle to grow, as there is never water about (resulting in extremely low
yields), but they are protected from serious stress by the soil’s water retention
capacity. This helps the vines particularly towards the end of summer when it is very
dry in the Swartland, allowing them time to build complexity and tannin in the
grapes. Wines produced from these soils tend to be deep in colour and are very
concentrated. According to Mullineux: “Wines produced from these soils tend to be
deep in colour and are very concentrated. They easily show reduction, while being
structured and grippy on the palate. They bring loads of mid-palate to any blend.”14
According to Barry Scheiber (Waterfall Farm, Siebritskloof), it is the soil in this
region that makes this region ‘unique’. He considers it to be ‘just different’ to any
other region it has a spectacular aspect in respect to soils: many different soil types,
such as schist, koffieklip and sand that derived from the granite. Furthermore, he
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considers the combination of all the soils to be so different to soil in other
regions “The Swartland as an area has such a variation of soils: and it comes
together in a blend where wine made from grapes grown on these different soil types,
the soil changes the wine so much. When one has a blend of soils within the grape
composition, one ends up with a product that has unique appeal.” Shale soil gives a
different acidity component; Paardeberg granite soil gives a different complexity and
different acid, thus making the Swartland unique. In his opinion, winemakers like to
blend the soils to add complexity.15
Andries Blake (Swartland Winery), who has worked with fruit from the Swartland
region in vast quantities throughout his years, is also of the opinion; the soil plays a
very important role. He is, however, unable to point out any one type of soil as best,
due to its performance change, depending on the vintage and the vintage variables,
such as macroclimate, microclimate and rainfall.16
Adi Badenhorst (AA Badenhorst Family Wines) agrees that there are too many soil
types in the Swartland to single out which is best, but he personally prefers to work
with fruit that derives from granite soils. He offered the following comment: “All the
soils in the Swartland produce great fruit. I started buying from this area when I was
still at Rustenburg. Even the poorest sandy soils can surprise one and produce fruit
that makes wine with great mineral aromas and complexity”.17
Callie Louw (wimemaker at Porseleinberg) also feels that there are too many good
soils to choose from. He himself only work with scali (Eng: shale). Next in line for
him in terms of quality is granite. In his opinion, scali soils produce a tighter wine,
with a very fine linear tannin structure. Granite soils produce bolder, fruitier wines.
Clay produces denser and full-bodies wines, which adds to the wine’s structure.18
Eben Sadie (Sadie Family Wines), situated in the Aprilskloof of the Paardeberg in
the Swartland, is another very well-known wine farmer in the Swartland area who
holds the opinion that there are simply too many soils to work with, and is unable to
single out any one soil type that he prefers to work with, or that he favours. He
remarked that almost every soil has the same topsoil, but “it is what is ‘going on
below’ that makes a difference”. At Sadie Family Wines they work with soils and
vineyards that stretch from Porseleinberg to Dwarskersbos to Piketberg, where there
is a great diversity of elements to work with. We blend that diversity that shows in
our wine to show the area to the world; hence, the ‘big blends’. There is not one soil
that can be said to be the best as, from year to year, the soils differ they show
differently according to vintage, and they develop further in the bottle. Furthermore,
each year there is different rainfall and different temperatures, and the fruit act
differently year in and year out. For example, one year Glenrosa soil can be
favoured, the next slate, and the next Hutton. Each soil brings its own uniqueness to
the wines, their own complexity, and their own personality. Together with this
variety of soils comes the variety of climate and variety of topography all of which
contribute to the Swartland’s uniqueness.19
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Hugo Basson (AnnexKloof Wines) refers to the soils as ‘Swartland dust’. In his
opinion, one can only ask a soil to do so much, whereafter it depends on viticultural
experience to alter growing regimes, and actions, as well as timing, to try to perfect a
vintage. Furthermore, the soil itself cannot do much without the aspect of the site: “a
good soil can be situated in an awkward aspect for a certain variety or for viticulture
in a whole”.20
3.2

Climate

It is well known that that Swartland is generally hot and dry.3,6 The rainfall received
varies, with a difference of 200 mm a year between the upper and lower reaches of
the mountains. Such a double set of variables, of both soil and climate, necessitates
great care in the planning of vineyards and in the choice of cultivars.
According to Vinpro,13 the area has a typically Mediterranean climate, in which 80%
of the rainfall occurs between May and October. Rainfall is mainly influenced by
terrain form. Substantially, greater precipitation is found in the high-lying areas and
directly east thereof. The weather stations at Darling, Grasrug and Riebeek West,
recorded annual rainfall figures of 558.2, 418.5 and 574.3 mm, respectively (1992
figures). It is noticeable that the rainfall at Grasrug, which is situated approximately
12 km south-east of Malmesbury, and is not influenced by the mountains, is
substantially lower than the rainfall recorded at Darling and Riebeek West, which are
located east of hills or mountains. During the warmer summer months there is a
gradual increase in average daily maximum temperature towards the interior, as
indicated in Table 2.13
Table 2: Average daily maximum temperature (°C) recorded at various weather
stations in the Swartland13
Month

Weather
station

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Darling

24

25.2

25.8

24.1

Grasrug

28.6

29.8

30.4

28.6

Riebeek West

29.2

30.7

31.2

29.1

According to Vinpro,13 the abovementioned temperature pattern may have an
influence on wine quality (but it does not necessarily identify areas in which the
dryland cultivation of wine grapes is possible). Most farmers do not take the
cultivation methods between dryland versus irrigation seriously, and make random
decisions without the correct knowledge. Altitude, slope aspect, radiation, rainfall
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and soil properties play a more important role in this regard. The maritime influence
is still strong up to Mamréweg, between Darling and Malmesbury, from where it
gradually decreases eastward. Furthermore, dryland cultivation of wine grapes in the
areas surrounding Malmesbury can only be practiced successfully on soils with good
water-holding capacity. A great amount of moisture stress is already being
experienced during ripening in the area between Malmesbury and the Kasteelberg
mountain, rendering it marginal. The eastern foothills of Kasteelberg and the area
directly east of Paardeberg mountain are suitable for dryland cultivation, whilst the
climatic conditions on both sides of Porseleinberg are too severe for this type of
cultivation. Apart from a cool maritime climate provided by the hills near Darling,
the areas for wine grape cultivation are also at rather high altitudes and often benefit
from good soils. The vineyards on hills in this area, which have direct exposure to
sea breezes during spring and summer, often display signs of damage to the edges of
leaves. However, this is probably rather caused by mechanical damage rather than a
scorching effect from the sea breezes.13
The dominant winds are north to north-westerlies during winter, and they only occur
in the presence of cold fronts and low-pressure areas. Since the vineyards do not
have substantial canopy cover during this time, there is not much wind damage. In
spring, winds move in during the afternoons, and offer a good cooling effect. These
winds are not necessarily south-easterlies, as is generally assumed; they often move
in from the ocean. These winds usually subside in the summer months, causing
grapes to ripen under warm conditions. It is therefore important that vineyards are
cultivated at a cooler incline and in areas with a relatively cooler climate.13
More favourable climatic conditions has led to the dryland cultivation of wine grapes
initially being practiced mainly in mountainous areas Paardeberg, Kasteelberg and
Darling Hills being traditional cultivation areas. An area’s suitability for dryland
cultivation is mainly determined by the climatic influence of the mountains. The
effect of these climatic influences is especially prominent east of the Paardeberg and
Kasteelberg mountains. When, later, private storage dams and irrigation schemes
were built, these areas did not necessarily expand, but yields increased, while,
simultaneously, the quality of the wine grapes was maintained. Another wine grape
area that later developed away from the traditional areas, especially after 1994, is
located on the hills north and north-east of Malmesbury. However, with the
favourable water-holding capacity of its soils, this area could have been a logical
choice even earlier on. The initial slow development of this area can mainly be
attributed to the limited marketing opportunities before 1994. Since then, it is this
area that has mainly been responsible for the expansion of plantings in the
Swartland.13
The planting of wine grape vineyards in traditional agricultural areas is limited and
only found where there is sufficient availability of irrigation water. Some producers
have built earth dams. A number of private water schemes have been developed from
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the Berg River, east of Porseleinberg mountain. A limited number of vineyards are
situated on the higher quality soils of the plains of the middle Swartland area and the
success of cultivation there can mainly be attributed to the maritime climate that still
has a considerable influence in this area.13
According to Pieter Euvrard (Orangerie, Siebritskloof), there is more to the word
‘climate’ than we think! According to him, all the areas are different, e.g.,
Siebritskloof, Aprilskloof, Langkloof, Joubertskloof. Paardeberg. Siebritskloof, is
generally 10 C warmer than the Joubertskloof, therefore these two areas within the
Paardeberg show different interests, in different cultivars. Aprilskloof struggles with
powdery mildew whereas Siebritskloof struggles with oidium. There can be areas
(only) 5 km apart that harvest at different times by up to 3 weeks.21
The terroir is very different from area to area and kloof to kloof due to the sitespecific climate, and the microclimate is so variable. Likewise, the rainfall can vary
greatly. The Swartland works on a rainfall of 600–650 mm; if it is 700 mm, then it is
a good year. Then there is the heat/high summer temperatures that makes this area
different to other areas.21
Although Eben Sadie does not claim to be a ‘climate guru’, he believes that the
Swartland’s climate is unique and that it definitely contributes to the area’s wines.
He has observed that the climate differs from year to year it is not a consistent
feature like the soil and topography and therefore it is not as important to him. As
the Swartland is a winter-rainfall area, and the fact that the humidity is low in
summer, he considers it easier to farm vineyards. The fungal pressure is much lower
than in other areas. There are some vineyards that are used for their Ou Wingerd
range that are only sprayed twice in the season. Sadie asks, challengingly: “Where
else can you find that?” He adds: “Generally we spray about four times, but now,
with systemic agents, it is ‘light music’, compared to in other areas.”19
In Sadie’s opinion, the greatest quality factor of the Swartland climate is the diurnal
variation the difference between day and night temperatures. The difference
between day and night temperatures is major; it is the one factor that explains why
this area has such good pH and natural acids. Due to the difference between day and
night temperatures, the breakdown of acids in the berry is much slower and much
less. This can be seen as one moves closer to the ocean and the diurnal variation
decreases the acid drops and pH increases dramatically.19
3.3

Rainfall

According to Kench et al., in The Complete Book of South African Wine,3 apart from
the cool Saldanha area near the sea, the Swartland is a hot region and the rainfall is
marginal: the average annual supply varies between 450 and 600 mm, but with a
low annual average of 242 mm in the vicinity of Malmesbury. According to Burger
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and Deist, in Wingerdbou in Suid-Afrika,12 the average annual rainfall in this region
varies very much between areas and from year to year.
Pieter Euvrard has commented on this, stating “the climate changes even from kloof
to kloof”.21 In 2007, the Malmesbury area showed a rainfall of 450–500 mm,
whereas Paardeberg showed 700–800 in some areas closer to the mountain. This has
a huge impact in the water supply for the famous areas of dryland cultivation”.13
In Barry Scheiber’s opinion, with the Western Cape being a winter rainfall area, we
get too much rain in winter and too little rain in summer, which separates the
Swartland from, for example, the Overberg and Elim regions.
Peter Johnston from the Climate Systems Analysis Group at UCT, with technical and
academic support from Lisa Coop and Bruce Hewitson, produced a brief report
outlining a preliminary analysis of climate data from weather stations in the
Swartland region. The following are some insights given in their report: “Given the
limited size of the geographic area, together with the use of incomplete historical
data from only five weather stations, the authors have been clear that these results are
not conclusive, and require further investigation and research. However, the report
concludes that an increase in maximum and minimum temperatures is likely, with
warming particularly in autumn. Furthermore, an increase of up to 2.5 C is projected
for the end of the 21st century, based on the SRESA2 (Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change, Special Report on Emissions Scenario) emissions scenario.
Precipitation, given the complex nature of its drivers, was less easy to predict.
Generally, precipitation is likely to stay the same, or otherwise decrease slightly. It is
predicted that rainfall events will be fewer, but more intense. The report concludes
that agricultural activities and livelihoods are likely to be negatively impacted by the
projected changes.”22
According to Andries Blake, recorded in his Swartland Pinotage tasting notes, it is
the different rainfalls in the different areas each year that makes Swartland vineyards
unique, and, depending on the season and the weather patterns, a top block can
produce various quality in various years.16 He sums the climate up as follows: “The
climate is warm and dry with an average temperature range of 25–35 C and an
annual rainfall of 450–600 mm.” Thus the rainfall can also be the downfall of a
vineyard block in difficult years.
In Eben Sadie’s opinion, rainfall can be misunderstood sometimes as the Swartland
has slopes, the soil on the slopes sometimes misses the rain and the water runs off.
Thus topography together with the low rainfall can in some years pose a great threat
to vines, as he is not pro irrigation. He poses the following challenging question on
rainfall: “How much water of the given fall is for the vines to use after the run-off
water and underground supply have taken their cut?”.19
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3.4

Aspect

The generally low lying landscape is interrupted by mountains at Paardeberg,
Riebeek West and Riebeek Kasteel, and between Darling and Mamre. In terms of the
aspect, the Swartland shows, yet again (as in all the other points related to terroir
discussed thus far), diversity there is diversity in aspect, stretching down the slopes
of Kasteelberg with an altitude difference of more than 170 m (130 300 m above sea
level).3
The diverse aspect of this region, according to Barry Scheiber, gives the fruit a whole
spectrum of diversity. In his opinion, for example, Chenin Blanc juice from a
vineyard situated on the top of a mountain will show a complete different analytical
analysis and also sensorial evaluation.15
Topography is an important aspect. In Eben Sadie’s opinion, many people think that
the Swartland is flat, which is a huge mistake there is an enormous amount of steep
hills and mountains. Sadie Family Wines works with vineyards in the Paardeberg,
Kasteelberg, Skurfberg, Piketberg and Riebeekberg (to name a few), and within each
there are slopes of magnificent value to vineyards.19 Sadie sums up as follows: “The
variety of components to work with creates a huge canvas to paint the perfect wine.”
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4

VITICULTURE IN THE SWARTLAND

Viticulture in the Swartland is still comparatively young. It is practiced under
dryland conditions, with minimal irrigation.6
4.1

Soil preparation

Most vineyards are prepared by following the same guidelines as applicable in other
wine producing areas of South Africa. However, when a dryland vineyard is
prepared, the depth will increase to ensure better root development.
Depending on the soil, and each given site, preparation practices differ. Vinpro13 has
set a few standards for each soil type (but, depending on the exact analyses, nutrition
and lime additions vary).
4.1.1 Relatively shallow soils on rock and hardpan; average >300 mm to rock
This soil type has limitations with regard to potential depth and, occasionally, with
regard to drainage capacity. Due to the shallow nature of the topsoil, the shale is
easily friable with deep tillage. This soil will undergo deep ripping with a subsoiler
across and diagonally.13 If the soil’s limitation is such that the topsoil tends to
become wet only up to an impermeable bank, then the preparation should be set to be
a ripping action to counteract depth limitations. If the soil depth to the bank is >500
mm, then delving with a shifting subsoiler downslope up to 900 mm or, if possible,
all the way to the bank, should be used.13
4.1.2 Dry, red coloured duplex soils
This soil type has the limitation of having a high salt content. When the clay
component is >30% it is a difficult soil to prepare. Abrupt transfer from sandy topsoil
to heavily textured clay is often seen, and the topsoil is often very dense as a result of
an unstable structure. The subsoil, which consists of strong, structured clay, does not
break with tilling and recompacts with irrigation. Preparation is therefore generally
done with a wing plough under dry conditions, without mixing the different soil
levels. The topsoil is then ploughed to form ± 300 mm mounds (via ridging) on
which rows can be planted.13
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4.1.3 Red coloured duplex soils; >500 mm depth to rock
The limitation of this soil type is that, often, the parent rocks have an affinity to salt,
which may cause saline conditions under irrigation or heavy rain. Soil preparation is
usually done by deep ripping with a subsoiler across and diagonally, followed by
shift ploughing in cases where lime and/or phosphate need to be applied. The
addition of lime and phosphate is done according to soil analysis.13
Careful decisions thus need to be taken, in each case, when deciding what method/s
should/will be used during the soil preparation.
4.2

Planting methodology

According to Wingerbou in Suid-Afrika,12 planting dimensions can be defined as the
length and width of soil ground surface allocated to each vine. These are allocated to
each vine to:
Ensure optimal use of subsoil moisture and nutrients.
Ensure optimal use of above surface growth to ensure the production of
quality fruit.
Planting dimensions differ between dryland cultivation and trellised
cultivation.
4.2.1 Dryland cultivation
This topic has seen changes in opinion over the past few years. Professor A.I. Perold
(1880–1941; first professor of Viticulture at Stellenbosch University) had the view
that when soils are poor and the climate extreme (in the form of heat), that planting
dimensions should be wider and vines should therefore be further from each other to
ensure that each vine can survive. This view has changed over the years, particularly
after recent research (proven by Champagnol) revealed that the maximum surface
used by a vine is directly correlated to the ground moist and fertility. Thus, the
weaker the soil and warmer the climate, the less surface a vine will occupy and the
narrower the vines should be planted.12
Because in dryland cultivation the performance of the vine is correlated to the soil
volume that it actually used, and not to what is available to it to be used, the planting
density increases. This does, however, not mean that there is ‘carte blanche’ to
planting, particularly as rows narrower than 2.4 meter will cause difficulty with
mechanical operation. The norm is thus to plant with a ratio smaller than 3:1.12
Wingerdbou in Suid-Afrika12 provides information per soil type, when referring to
dryland bush vines:
Hutton and Clovelly soils: 2.75 m

1.25 m, thus 3.44 m2 per vine
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– 2910 vines per hectare
Longlands, Pinedene and Kroonstad soils: 2.4 m 1.2 m, thus 2.9 m2 per vine
– 3472 vines per hectare
Glenrosa, Sterkspruit and Escourt soils: 2.4 m 1 m, thus 2.4 m2 per vine
– 4167 vines per hectare.
4.2.2

Trellised cultivation

With trellised cultivation the same rule applies; the production potential of a soil is
determined by the effectiveness of the roots. Thus, with fertile soils, and where roots
are well established and well branched, one will plant fewer vines per unit. So
production is determined by growth and the amount of bearers per hectare. Research
has shown that where vines are planted close to each other on fertile soil, the root
competition will be so harsh that the vines will struggle to grow and the vines will
thus be smaller, have fewer leaves, and struggle to ripen their fruit.12
With the option to now irrigate, the planting dimensions vary to such a degree that it
depends on the soil fertility, as well as the cultivar and quality of wine that wants to
be achieved. The norm is 2.4 m 1.2 m to 2.75 m 1.25 m.12
According to viticulture consultant Kevin Watt, the statement made in Wingerdbou
in Suid-Afrika (see above) is not always cast in stone. He believes, according to his
experience, that the spacing cannot always be done believing that the roots will only
use that which is available. Proof of this statement can be seen on the end rows of
bush and trellised vines, namely that the vine on the end can be more vigorous for the
simple reason that the roots can grow to the side where there is less or no
competition from adjacent vines. Watt also stated that the spacing has to be
considered from soil type to soil type, and depending on the soil nutrient status, the
yearly water supply, and whether the soil is irrigated or not. Furthermore, one should
look at the age of the vines and when they were planted. In the days that they were
planted (in the case of old vines), there were insufficient ways to carry out soil
preparation and therefore the soil was not broken and correctly prepared. This is of
importance, because the vines have the ability to produce natural terroir wines due to
the little correction and less interference and the Swartland has such a vast quantity
of old vines.23
Eben Sadie has brought some ‘innovation’ to this area. He is busy planting vines at 3
m 3 m, thus 1100 vines per hectare. His reason for this action is to try to make the
vines bigger, healthier and more resistant to the extreme elements of the Swartland
summer conditions, together with dryland farming. With this planting methodology,
he is able to manage his soil mechanically, and manage weed infection without the
use of herbicides.19
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4.3

Cultivation methodology

Referring to the topic of this dissertation, i.e., Is the Swartland the new South Africa
wine hub, the question can be asked if the Swartland is the new South Africa wine
hub “What makes the Swartland different”?
A common answer to this question, coming from various winemakers and
viticulturists in the area, it that the Swartland has mostly bush vines. Eben Sadie once
posed the following question/made the following statement at a SIP meeting: “It
would be interesting to find out whether Swartland as a region possesses the most
planted bush vines in the world.” Barry Scheiber’s view is also based on the amount
of bush vines. “Swartland is bush vine country because of low rainfall, so low
yielding grapes. The old story is that ‘the higher the vine, the more difficult it is to
get sugar and ripeness’.”15
With bush vines, there is minimum suckering, although this has changed over the
past 15 years. With the heat, there is more suckering to protect the growth (about
80%). Shoot lengths have increased and the vines have been regulated far more.
Canopy management has to be kept to a minimum to prevent the grapes burning due
to the heat. The top canopy should be left untouched to protect the grapes. Irrigation
is also done to the minimal in the Swartland, because of the lack of water resources
and storage of water. Dams are few and the boreholes are often inadequate to carry
out irrigation from them. On the farms that do have water, the water is sometimes
brack. As has been frequently mentioned, water is a scarce commodity in the
Swartland. The farmers there always hope that dams will be filled from winter
rain although this often does not happen.15
Irrigation was only introduced in the Swartland in the last 15 years. It is, however,
used to a minimum (generally in late December/early January, to support the vine).
Producers that need to farm vineyards for higher production irrigate more, and it is
then considered as a financial decision. With new plantings, the tendency is moving
towards trellised systems for better balance, and the soil potential is better utilised.
However, the moisture that the soil needs to retain remains an issue. “Vines are
thirsty, not hungry.”15 The use of fertiliser is kept to a minimum; it is generally only
used on bankies and cover crops. Bankies refer to the root zone above the soil.
The practice of analysing soils was only recently introduced. Now the soil is
corrected before planting. Yields of 10 tons per hectare is extremely good; the
average is a maximum of 6–7 tons per hectare. However, low production still
supports quality. This is a reason why other regions have begun buying grapes from
the Swartland. (Old vines!) There are many old vines, which yield mature wines and
more complex wines.15 According to Barry Schieber “Older vines are wiser and can
adapt better to the Swartland climate. The quality is constant.”15
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Adi Badenhorst offers the same answer to the question ‘What makes the Swartland
different’ “it is the bush vines”. He explains his answer as follows: “With the heat
you find in the Swartland, combined with the lighter soils, the main contributing
factor will come in with the canopy management no aggressive breaking of leaves;
leaf foliage is there to protect the vines from the heat, so relax and leave them, and
later just drop the excess grapes. The sunburn of the fruit is fierce in Swartland. No
VSP (vertical shoot position) system so tip rather than top. I only top Shiraz when
the growth is such that the shoots and leaves fall open. Cover crop management is
the same as in other areas. The Swartland water is great just a pity there it so little
of it available”.17
Pieter Euvrard also offered some comments on the Swartland as bush vine country.
The planting space is bigger, and the vines are planted further from each other to let
the vine survive. This statement is the opposite of Eben Sadie’s and shows that the
farmers experience different phenomenons in this wine growing region. Good cover
crop practices must be carried out so that one protects the soil from direct sunlight in
summer, particularly in a heat wave. The soils are sandy to rocky, and both have the
ability to reflect sunlight and burn the grapes. Hence, whereas other areas might cut
the cover crop in early summer, here it is left to protect the soil from losing too much
moisture as well as to protect the fruit from burning due to reflection. Canopy
management is also done differently to in other regions. Suckering has to be
carefully done so that one does not break protection leaves away. A trellised
vineyard looks nice, but in the Swartland this can be disastrous when one needs the
shade on the grapes. Irrigation in summer is done in the evening to minimise loss. He
concludes with the statement: “Here in the Swartland, the temperature can be up to
31 C at 01:00 in the morning!”.21
Morne Vrey (winemaker at Delaire Graff Estate, Stellenbosch) who buys fruit from
the Swartland, concurs what makes the crucial difference is the high plantings of
bush vines. The following points/opinions emanated from an interview with him.25
He likes working with bush vines, for the simple reason of “concentration and the
romance connection”. However, farming bush vines in the Swartland can be very
technical. Fruit from vines that are weakly managed is always burnt by sunlight and
has much less concentration of aromas. The well-farmed vineyard always leaves
shade by leaves for protection. This protection, together with the heat from below,
ensures a better form of ripeness. Vrey particularly likes the fact that the old vines
are still there and that they are producing fruit (and the fact that the farmers are still
farming those old vines).24
Callie Louw holds the opinion that the pressure from fungus infection is lower due to
the Swartland heat (but it is not a reason to neglect spraying). It can occur,
nonetheless, but infection is lower than in other regions, therefore the spraying
actions required can be less. He acknowledges that there is a much higher percentage
of bush vines plantings in the Swartland, so bush vine farming is ‘the game’ in the
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Swartland. The Swartland therefore gets treated differently. The bush vines have
much better retention ability against heat and dry conditions, plus bush vines have a
higher ratio of hard wood to soft wood. Therefore, they are more hardened and less
stressed against all the odds that the Swartland presents, like heat and drought and
stress ”the grapes are ripened easier and smoother”.18 He concludes by stating
“From planting to pruning and canopy management, and canopy management to
protect the fruit from heat exhaustion and fruit from burning, is the key to success”.18
As mentioned earlier (Section 4.2), Sadie is now planting at a density of 3 m 3 m.
This decision was made as he strives to farm more sustainably year after year. The
vines have more space to grow and full mechanical management is possible, with
cross-disking combined with a skoffel action around the vine. Skoffel refer to the
manual removal of weeds. According to him, as the Swartland is a dry region, one
has to farm sustainably. Controlling weeds with herbicides will cause herbicides to
build up in the soil and end up in the ground water veins. At Sadie Family Wines,
they always strive to farm sustainably for the future. Another action that they focus
on is controlling the quantity. “When working with bush vines and dryland, and
having to see the summer through (when January and February can become very
‘nasty’, i.e., hot), one has to control the amount of crop in terms of grapes and only
leave the crop on the vine that it can ripen”.19
Another feature introduced to the Swartland by Sadie is to sow cover crops sideways
in his 3 m 3 m planting, and then not to disc it in the summer, but cut it. This
creates a carpet of dry material that protects the soil. This action is followed by the
placement of manure together with bacterial cultures on top of the carpet, thus
creating a unique natural fertiliser for the vines. The reason behind his doing this is
that some of the soil is very rocky, and mechanical work is very limited.19
4.4

Irrigation methods

In the Western Cape, flood irrigation is not practiced. There are mainly two types of
irrigation used:
Drip/Micro irrigation: Irrigation that places water between the soil and cordon
of vine.
Overhead sprinklers: Irrigation that places water over the leaf zone /
‘overhead’ the vine.
Both these methods have advantages and disadvantages. All irrigation methods have
associated costs, e.g., installation of pumps and pipes, electricity, and running
costs.12
Regarding irrigation in the Swartland
very much needed.15

when one has to farm financially, irrigation is
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The average crop in the Swartland can vary from 3 tons/ha on old vineyards to 6 tons
on younger vineyards, but when one delivers/sells grapes to the co-op, one needs to
push the vines to 9 tons to be able to make a living. Therefore, when one farms
grapes that will be converted to a higher-end product, like wine, then low yields are
in order, but as soon as the crop only become the end product, volumes are indeed
needed. This poses a threat on the area as a whole, as vineyards become insufficient
to carry themselves, from a financial point of view. In Barry Schieber’s opinion:
“The winemakers from cellars benefit from low yielding vineyards in terms of their
wine quality, but when you look at the input cost of the vineyard and the yearly cost
to farm it, the farmer lose all the way”.15
Eben Sadie responded to the above statement, saying “But to whom does the co-op
belong? Surely, the farmers, if the co-op does not excists, we would not be able to
source various grapes from various areas within the Swartland because farmers will
stop farming wine grapes ”19
The SIPS membership criteria #16.2 states: “Farm the vineyards without
supplementary irrigation.”
In Sadie’s opinion, irrigation is not suitable in the Swartland for the simple reason
that the water supply is scarce. As mentioned earlier (Section 4.3), the Swartland
area lacks the higher rainfall as falls in most other wine growing areas. The
Swartland has to do with 400 mm in certain areas and, furthermore, there are very
few or no dams. Hence the farmers irrigate, from boreholes. He estimates that 80%
of the irrigation water derives from boreholes, which is not sustainable, as irrigation
is done from a source whose volume and consistency of supply is unknown. He has
observed that several farmers have already caused damage to underground water
veins the veins hold much less water nowadays than they used to.19
After asking several other winemakers which method of irrigation they use, the
general response was that it all comes down to farming a vineyard financially
sustainably
Hugo Basson uses both bush vine and trellised vine methods. Most of AnnexKloof is
under irrigation, except a 6-ha block of Pinotage bush cultivation up on the mountain
of the Paardeberg. Basson clearly states that he cannot simply farm according what
people like or say: he has to farm sustainable. Making sure the vineyards perform
financially. He irrigates purely to ensure that the correct amount of tonnage is
delivered, at the same quality, and (in doing so) to be able to farm sustainably from a
financial point of view.20
In Andries Blake’s opinion, the subject matter will differ from year to year. Some
blocks will do extremely well under dryland conditions in years that had a high
rainfall and then when natural water in form of rain appeared in the summer (late
November and early January) to carry the vine through the growing and ripening
season successfully. In years when is it dry, the vineyards that have irrigation
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systems will perform and deliver better fruit due to the farmers’ ability to support the
vineyard with additional water, by the way of irrigation. In the dry years, the
vineyards without irrigation struggle to fully ripen and vine stress results in less fruit,
and the fruit to be of lesser quality, but better structure on the palate. His view is that
the ability to be able to irrigate offers much more security of prime fruit in difficult
years when the dryland vineyards are somewhat “in God’s hands”.16
According to SAWIS statistics (see Table 3),1 it is evident that the Swartland offers
‘both worlds’. The total area under vine plantation that hails Wine of Origin
Swartland was 11524.97 ha; of which 6457.98 ha is equipped with irrigation and
5066.99 ha is dryland. Percentage-wise, therefore, 44% of vine plantations is under
dryland conditions. One can however not assume that all bush vines are cultivated
under dryland conditions. Of the total area under vine plantation, 6491.55 ha is
trellised and 5033.42 is under bush vine cultivation. This tends to lead to the
assumption that if all bush vines are not equipped with irrigation, it leaves a 33.57 ha
of trellised vines that are also cultivated without irrigation (<1%)
Table 3: Plant status of Swartland vineyards according to SAWIS statistics (2011)1

Variety
Barbera
Bukettraube
Cabernet Franc
Cabernet
Sauvignon
Carignan
Chardonnay
Chenin Blanc
Cinsaut
Cinsaut Blanc
Clairette Blanche
Colombar
Crouchen
Durif
Emarald Riesling
Fernao Pirez
Granache Red

Total
(ha)

Irrigated
(ha)

Dry land
(ha)

Trellised
(ha)

Bush
vines
(ha)

12.74
45.44
35.62

6.41
27.15
20.80

6.33
18.29
14.82

6.41
2.76
18.68

6.33
42.68
16.94

2000
1978
1974

1706.96
29.12
813.85
2706.64
292.54
1.08
7.27
252.05
50.03
8.37
20.10
17.62
36.82

879.09
16.09
643.45
1357.01
113.21
0.00
0.36
182.86
18.21
0.71
20.10
8.57
17.08

827.87
13.03
170.40
1349.63
179.33
1.08
6.91
69.19
31.82
7.66
0.00
9.05
19.74

1168.79
4.68
627.73
1117.91
23.13
0.00
2.84
137.72
16.85
0.71
2.10
2.39
10.11

538.17
24.44
186.12
1588.73
269.41
1.08
4.43
114.33
33.18
7.66
18.00
15.23
26.71

1972
1976
1979
1957
1965
2003
1962
1975
1980
2002
1989
1982
1952
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Oldest
plant
year

Granache Blanc
Harslevelu
Malbec
Mataro
Merlot
Muscat
D’Alexandri
Muscat D’
Frontignan
Muscadel Red
Novelle
Palomino
Pedra Luis
Petit Verdot
Pinot Gris
Pinot Noir
Pinotage
Pontak
Roobernet
Roussanne
Ruby Cabernet
Sangiovese
Sauvignon Blanc
Semillon
Semillon Red
Shiraz
Souzoa
Sultana
Tannat
Tempranillo
Tinta Amarella
Tinta Barocca
Tinta Francisca
Touriga Franca
Tourica Nacional
Verdelho
Viognier
Weisser Riesling

18.96
2.30
104.74
89.27
683.68

6.96
1.49
37.37
34.70
490.71

12.00
0.81
67.37
54.57
192.97

1.96
0.00
72.04
33.17
575.05

17.00
2.30
32.70
56.10
108.63

1990
1980
1991
1999
1992

50.88

19.64

31.24

9.61

41.27

1900

16.20
1.09
22.22
70.04
0.62
48.94
21.16
0.90
1336.80
0.24
35.93
1.43
105.31
1.96
738.16
99.70
9.25
1498.07
28.97
198.15
5.10
2.91
8.57
112.55
1.75
1.03
32.14
2.00
117.43
13.57

16.20
1.09
18.49
9.59
0.00
42.86
17.46
0.90
736.74
0.24
35.93
0.53
77.44
0.00
381.95
33.10
0.00
793.33
19.37
198.15
3.93
0.00
7.56
51.93
1.31
1.03
21.14
2.00
72.04
9.83

0.00
0.00
3.73
60.45
0.62
6.08
3.70
0.00
600.06
0.00
0.00
0.90
27.87
1.96
356.21
66.60
9.25
704.74
9.60
0.00
1.17
2.91
1.01
60.62
0.44
0.00
11.00
0.00
45.39
3.74

12.37
1.09
7.45
2.69
0.00
42.57
17.46
0.90
621.52
0.24
2.36
0.00
83.33
0.00
410.61
25.67
0.00
1027.89
20.27
197.25
3.93
2.91
8.47
58.28
1.75
1.03
21.68
2.00
67.75
13.57

3.83
0.00
14.77
67.35
0.62
6.37
3.70
0.00
715.28
0.00
33.57
1.43
21.98
1.96
327.55
74.03
9.25
470.18
8.70
0.90
1.17
0.00
0.10
54.27
0.00
0.00
10.46
0.00
49.68
0.00

1966
2006
2003
1960
1962
1988
2008
2009
1968
1992
1998
2009
1983
1999
1980
1960
1957
1972
1950
1984
2001
1950
1950
1968
1950
2006
1994
2006
1984
1979
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Zinfandel
Totals

6.70
11524.97

1.87
6457.98

4.83
5066.99

1.87
6491.55

4.83
5033.42

1997

Selected figures highlighted for emphasis – see reference to them in text

4.5

Key varieties

According to Eben Sadie and Adi Badenhorst, the Swartland as a region has the most
widely planted varieties. Sadie reckons that because the region is so large, and due to
the availability of older vines, the odd/unusual varieties tend to remain in the
Swartland, whereas in other areas farmers tend to rip up vineyards when they
become not financially sustainable. The Swartland farmers, however, have kept those
vineyards and the odd varieties, and are now sharing them with winemakers that
experiment with them.19
When looking at the Swartland, it is debatable which variety the winemakers favour
above the rest: Chenin Blanc or Shiraz?
The tabulated SAWIS figures support the following. Andries Blake’s favourite
grapes to work with in the Swartland are Chenin Blanc, Shiraz and Pinotage
(planting statistics: Chenin Blanc 2706.64 ha, Shiraz 1498.07 ha, Pinotage 1336.80).
Although the SIP does not recognise Bordeaux varieties as SIP classified varieties,
Blake commented that, during his career as the Cellar Master at Swartland Co-op, the
Cabernet Sauvignon tanks in the cellar always held one the best as a variety. In his
opinion, all the varieties have exceptional good tanks/blocks in a vintage, but also
mediocre parts, but Cabernet Sauvignon always stood out from an overall
perspective it never produced a bad wine that he needed to discard to ‘dry red’.16
From Table 3 it is evident that the Swartland wine region has a library of older
vineyards; 1950-planted vineyard blocks are the oldest, with the varieties
Tempranillo, Tinta Amarella and Tinta Francisca.
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5

WINEMAKING IN THE SWARTLAND

‘Blends’ is the hallmark of wines from the Swartland.
There is a wide range of winemaking techniques used in the Swartland. Co-op
winemaking is much more straightforward and clean cut, due to their markets that
they need to supply, while the other producers can experiment with other styles and
ways to differ in terms of their own personalities. Marc Kent describes the
winemaking, for the independent producers, as (briefly) “not too prescriptive, with a
lack of the use of new oak – so the oak is not masking the fruit one is supposed the
find in the wine – all natural, no added acid, no added yeast, all natural requirements.
Swartland wines have ‘an interest value’ – they are not always the greatest, but
interesting (however, not an excuse for sloppy winemaking)”.25
In the opinion of Adi Badenhorst, one should be very careful with the white wines.
He is quoted as saying “If the pulp goes through the mash cooler there is tannin that
could be extracted. Therefore, to whole bunch press is sometimes the best option.
One could lose quantity, but it is quality that is required.” He uses little new oak;
older oak is used. They aim to show the fruit and complexity; they do not mask their
wines with wood. This is applicable to both whites and reds. They ferment
‘wild’ there is no use of acid or yeast nutrients. In other words, they go ‘back to the
basics’.17
Eben Sadie feels that winemaking in some regions can easily fall into a certain
‘rhythm’, and that is why the Swartland is unique. “It is full of like-minded
winemakers and producers that are not scared to show their passion and to let their
personality reflect in their wines. It is almost like Chateauneuf-du-Pape (although I
think some of their wines are ‘over the top’, but it is more or less the same concept).”
In the Swartland the focus is on blends. The area has too much to offer to only focus
on one variety; each variety brings a dimension to the wine and adds to the
complexity.19 Sadie was one of the first winemakers to blend a whole handful of
whites together. He recalls: “Back then I struggled to sell it; now it is a class of its
own”.19
Pieter Euvrard adds that most restored wineries in the Swartland are very old, and
winemakers keep to the basics. There are very few stainless steel fermentation
vessels. Most wines are barrel fermented, using older barrels. New barrels are very
expensive. “One tries to respect the fruit, and not hide it with new wood. Classical
style winemaking applies.”21
In the opinion of Callie Louw, the Swartland Independent Movement now has a big
influence on the style of winemaking, in terms of natural yeast, older barrels,
concrete eggs, concrete kuipe and whole bunch fermentation. The existence of
natural winemaking is much higher than in any other wine region.18
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According to Pieter Euvrard, for red wines, it is basically open fermenters that are
commonly used; otherwise concrete tanks (still intact from years ago) are used (over
and over again). Most of the old concrete tanks in the small wineries come from old
existing wineries. Some famers have introduced newly built concrete tanks. Little use
is made of chemical additions. The focus is on, for example, low use of sulphur and
other additions (no acid, no yeast and no nutrients); in other words ‘back to basics’.
The focus is to produce natural handcrafted wines that speak the terroir of the
Swartland.21
Morne Vrey makes award-winning wines from fruit bought from the Swartland (see
Section 4.3). In his opinion, the grapes grow under such difficult climatic conditions
and therefore the older vines are much more hardened. When working with the fruit,
it is much more forgiving due to its toughness.24
Chris Mullineux commented that rules of the ‘Independent’ (members of the SIP) are
not strict in winemaking; in fact, ‘anything goes’, as long as it is the natural way. The
Swartland is a warmer, dryer area, so high alcohols are evident, so the tendency is
nowadays to pick earlier to have balance in the wines. But if one picks earlier, one
has to be much more careful about the extraction of colour and how one works with
the wine.14
The aim of Mullineux Family Wines is to bottle wines that are a true expression of
the Swartland. All steps of their winemaking process are taken with this aim in mind,
and they pay the highest possible attention to detail in everything they do. They also
do not follow any general winemaking recipe, but treat each variety and parcel of
grapes as required. They try to be as sensitive as possible to the character and
requirement of each specific parcel, and adapt their winemaking accordingly.14
At Mullineux Family Wines, they are of the opinion that grapes from the Swartland
give much in the way of natural extract and character, and to maintain the elegance
they make sure they “do not go crazy on extraction”. This means, on average, one or
two gentle ‘pigeages’ (Eng: ‘punch downs’) daily throughout fermentation, and a
longish 4–6 week total maceration which helps to round off tannins. Although they
do allow nature to take its course, both Andrea and Chris Mullineux are scientifically
trained in winemaking, and they are well aware of the potential pitfalls of this natural
approach. Wines are pressed directly to barrel for malolactic fermentation and
maceration. Although all their wines are aged in French oak barrels, they adjust the
amount of new wood so that it does not interfere with the personality of the vineyard.
They are also tending to use larger barrels (called demi-muids) of 500 liters. Their
wines are racked as infrequently as possible. They are bottled when ready, unfiltered
and generally unfined, with moderate sulphur levels.14
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6 THE SWARTLAND REVOLUTION
6.1

Origin

The Swartland Revolution is an annual event taking place over the course of a
weekend in November dedicated to showcasing the wines of this particular district
and, although it only dates from 2010, it already appears to be an institution on the
South African wine calendar.26
Eben Sadie of Sadie Family Wines is probably the pivotal character behind this. But
he was subsequently joined by other high-profile figures in the area: Adi Badenhorst,
Chris and Andrea Mullineux, Marc Kent and Callie Louw. The intention was to raise
general awareness among commentators and the public alike of the area.
Subsequently, the more formal association known as Swartland Independent
Producers (SIP) Organisation emerged. (See Section 7.) Its affiliated members are
required to adhere to a set of core values.
The Swartland Revolution originated, in 2009, at Maggi’s Diner in Paso Robles
(California). As a young winemaker, Eben Sadie lived in Paso Robles for quite some
time. Prior to that, however, Sadie and Chris Mullineux had discussed the possibility
of holding such an event. Sadie and Mullineux shared the idea with Marc Kent, who
was previously the chairman of the Franschhoek Vignerons. This opened a can of
fresh worms. Kent, at that stage, gathered that the Swartland wineries were not part
of the Swartland tourism and, with Boekenhoutskloof’s investment in Porseleinberg,
saw that something similar to the Franschhoek Vignerons was needed to boost the
area’s wineries. Kent felt that the Swartland producers such Sadie, Mullineux,
Badenhorst and themselves (with Callie Louw the face of Porseleinberg) could
benefit from such an initiative.
According to Eben Sadie, the early talks was perhaps between him and Chris
Mullineux, but Marc Kent was the “fire in the hole”. They all talked about it, but
within months, Marc Kent did it. As Sadie says: “We all are busy and talked, but
Marc got the job done, and he did it quickly, without taking any prisoners”.19
6.2

Purpose

Marc Kent had seen what happened to Franschhoek and the Vignerons, and with
festivals like Bastille, hence his movement further to create the event. He aimed to
use the revolution to act as a ‘think tank’ for like-minded producers.
According to all producers involved, they took a major risk putting an event like this
together for the area. Furthermore, it is a non-profitable event. As mentioned, the
main purpose of the event is marketing, but not only for the few producers involved,
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but to market the entire Swartland area and its towns. It can be summarised as:
creating a market awareness and sharing the passion of the area with wine lovers.27
6.3

Producers involved (2013)
Mullineux Family Wines
AA Badenhorst Family Wines
Sadie Family Wines
Porseleinberg Vineyards

6.4

Some future plans

For the last two Swartland Revolution events, foreign winemakers that share similar
values in wine and winemaking styles (similar to Swartlands revolutionaries) have
been invited to present their wines. Similarities could include winemaking and
viticultural similarities, or soil and cultivation similarities, or the style of wine
produced. This idea has worked well, and it will continue to be included in future
events. The South African market likes the diversity. Plans are on the cards to
include more local SIP members in future.
6.5

Event itinerary, 2013

The event itinerary changes from year to year. It accommodates the organisers giving
foreign winemakers the opportunity to showcase their wines.
Details of this year’s programme can be found on the website27:
(http://www.theswartlandrevolution.com/p/program.html)
Highlights include the following:
Friday 8 November 2013
18h00 – 19h00
QUALITY FIRST:
Laurence Feraud (Domaine Du Pegau) @ The Royal Hotel, Main Road
Saturday 9 November 2013
11h30 – 13h00
EXPERT OPINIONS:
Vincent Careme (Domaine Vincent Careme), Damien Delecheneau (Domaine de la
Grange Tiphaine) and Benjamin Joliveau (Domaine Huet) bring us eight wines to
explore @ The Royal Hotel, Main Road.
15h00 – 18h00
THE SWARTLAND INDEPENDENT STREET PARTY:
Open tasting of wines from 18 Swartland Independent members.
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7

THE SWARTLAND INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS
ORGANISATION
“A group of like-minded winegrowers in the Swartland region of the
Western Cape”28

7.1

Origin

The Swartland Independent Producers (SIP) Organisation emerged from the initiative
of the Swartland Revolution. After the event of the revolution, the need to involve
more like-minded wine producers was identified, in an effort to have a stronger voice
with which to carry the message (of Swartland origin wines) over to the public,
nationally and internationally. Marc Kent of Boekenhoutskloof identified this need
and that Swartland wines should be identified in some way similar to the
Vignerons. Subsequently, the Swartland Independent Producers Organisation was
established, and the SIP seal was derived. (The seal was designed by
Boekenhoutskloof, who carried the cost as well as the registration of the seal.)
7.2

What is the SIP Organisation?

Details behind the Swartland Independent Producers organization can be found on
their website (http://www.swartlandindependent.co.za/home/)28
“It represents the coming together of a group of like-minded wine-growers in the
Swartland region of the Western Cape. What they share most of all, these
producers, is a wish to make wines that are a true expression of their origin - of
the broad landscape of the Swartland. Wines that, though coming from different
cellars and sometimes different areas, will all speak of the greater landscape wines that will, in a sense, bear the DNA of the region.
In the Old World the strongest regions have over the centuries given rise to wines
with their own identities. Our experience of the Swartland tells us that it too has a
marked terroir imprint on the wines coming from vines growing there.
Swartland Independent is laying down some guidelines for vineyard and cellar
practices that will enhance this expression of ‘Swartlandness’.
The guidelines themselves will change as we learn more, but already working
together like this can help a growing number of producers work together - as
individuals making their own distinctive wines but also making them so as to
speak about a sense of place.”
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7.3

Structure and members

Names of current SIP Organisation members can be found on their website.29
The committee currently comprises the following persons (2013):
Chairman:
Treasury:
General Committee:
Admin and Secretary:
Current members:
7.4

Eben Sadie
Craig Hawkins
Andrea Mullineux, Callie Louw, Adi Badenhorst,
Chris Mullineux
Maree Louw
See Appendix B.

Guidelines to members

Strict membership criteria apply to Swartland Independent Producers.29
Swartland Independent Producers – Membership Criteria29
The Cellar
1.
The cellar must be in the Swartland Wine of Origin Region (the ‘Swartland
Region’).
The Grape Types
2.
There is a varietal definition of a true Swartland Independent Producers (SIP)
wine.
3.
The red SIP varietals are Syrah, Mourvedre, Grenache Noir, Carignan,
Cinsaut, Tinta Barocca and Pinotage.
4.
The white SIP varietals are Chenin Blanc, Grenache Blanc, Marsanne,
Roussanne, Viognier, Clairette Blanche, Palomino, Semillon and Hanepoot.
5.
The permitted varietals will be reviewed biannually.
6.
Any blend needs to consist of a minimum of 90% per volume of the SIP
varietals.
The Winemaking Process
7.
Subject to sub-paragraph 7.3, the entire winemaking process must be
completed in the Swartland Region. This includes the following:
7.1.
The vineyards need to lie within the Swartland Region;
7.2.
The grapes must be harvested from the aforementioned vineyards;
7.3.
By 31 January 2013 the vinification (the fermentation, the aging of
the wine, and the bottling) needs to take place within the Swartland Region.
8.
The wines have to be naturally produced, which means that:
8.1.
No yeast is added to the juice;
8.2.
No yeast supplement is added to the juice;
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8.3.
There is to be no acidity manipulation (no acid is to be added to the
juice or wine);
8.4.
No tannin (natural or artificial) is to be added to the juice or wine;
8.5.
There is to be no chemical fining of the juice or wine;
8.6.
The constitution of the juice or wine is not to be changed or
manipulated in any manner whatsoever, whether by dilution, reverse osmosis
or otherwise;
9.
All wines that are to be aged in wood are to be aged in oak barrels with wood
of European origin.
10.
No wine may be aged:
10.1. With more than 25% new wood (barrique) as a component;
10.2. With the use of wood other than as part of the construction of the
barrels.
11.
All wines of SIP need to be bottled in glass base weight bottles
(Burgundy shape).
12.
A minimum of 80% the SIP member’s production must be bottled by the
member.
13.
Wine to be bottled under the SIP Capsule is to be labelled “WINE OF
ORIGIN SWARTLAND”.
14.
Wine is not to be filtered if at all possible. Should any member decide to filter
the wine a SIP2 report is to be submitted to the SIP Executive Committee.
15.
Members are to strive towards making wines with lower sulphur and alcohol
levels.
Farming Methods
16.
Within five years of being accepted as a member of SIP every producer shall:
16.1. Farm the vineyards on sustainable principles;
16.2. Farm the vineyards without supplementary irrigation;
16.3. Only use organic fertilisers or manure to fertilise the vines.
17.
A high priority is placed on bush vines and their occupation in the Swartland.
Fees
18.
Any person joining SIP for the first time shall pay a once-off joining fee of
R 2 000.00.
19.
The annual membership fees payable in respect of SIP shall fall into two
categories, namely:
19.1. Members producing up to 8 000 bottles per year; and
19.2. Members producing more than 8 000 bottles per year.
20. Members bottling up to 8 000 bottles per year under the SIP Capsule shall pay
an annual membership fee of R 2 000.00, payable in advance, by no later than
the last business day in January each year.
21. Members bottling more than 8 000 bottles per year under the SIP Capsule shall
pay an annual membership fee of R 2 000.00, payable in advance, by no later
than the last business day in January each year. In addition to the annual
membership fee, these members shall pay a levy of 25c per bottle bottled under
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the SIP Capsule in excess of the 8000 bottles covered by the annual
membership fee up to a maximum levy of R 8 000.00. The levies shall be
calculated each year ending December in arrears and are to be paid by no later
than the last business day of January each year.
22.
The fees and levies shall be reviewed annually.
Certification of Wines under SIP Capsule
23.
For every wine that is bottled under the SIP Capsule, a copy of the stamped
official BG6/WSR1 certificate is to be forwarded to the SIP office.
24.
Copies of all the consecutive SAWIS and WSR4A certificates must be
forwarded to the SIP office.
25.
Before any wine goes to market, every batch needs to be completed and
submitted with a SIP1 document.
26.
The aforementioned information will be confidential and will not be divulged
to general SIP Membership or any third party.
Official Communication on behalf of SIP
27.
The members of the Executive Committee are to be the only public voice of
SIP.
28.
Save as aforesaid no member may speak on behalf SIP.
29.
Members are to forward all requests for comment to the Executive
Committee.
SIP Intellectual Property
30.
Save as is specifically provided for herein all intellectual property relating to
SIP is the property of SIP and may not be used by any member without the
written consent of the SIP Executive Committee.
SIP Logo
31.
Upon the proper certification of the wine and upon compliance with the
provisions hereof, the member may use the SIP logo on the top of the capsule
only.
AGM
32.
An Annual General Meeting will be held in January each year. It is
compulsory for a representative of each winery to attend this meeting.
Default Provisions
33.
Default on any of the above provisions will lead to the producer having to
recall all of the bottles under the SIP capsule from the market at their own
cost.12
(http://www.swartlandindependent.co.za/members/)
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7.5

Identification

According to the above criteria, Swartland Independent Producers must include the
capsule logo (see Figure 4). Prior to 2012, this was the only type of identification.

Figure 9: Swartland Independent Producers: Seal on the capsule.30
The following explanation is given for the design of this logo (wording taken from
the website30:
“At the centre of the logo is a gnarled old bush vine (or goblet vine). The
Swartland is particularly rich in old vines, mostly grown in this manner – one
particularly suited to the dryland farming that is also characteristic of the region.
These old vines are an irreplaceable treasure-house which we are committed to
preserve and care for.
The textured soil in which the vine can be seen to grow is the basis of the identity
of the wines of the Swartland.
Through the vine’s branches can be seen the stars of the Southern Cross marking
our location in the southern hemisphere. The stars were used for navigation in the
past, and we also move steadily forward, guided by our place in the world.
Ears of wheat encircle the vine – as the wheatlands of the Swartland (the
country’s bread basket) surround many of our vineyards. This is an agricultural
region, and we do not wish to strive for a monoculture – rather, to be a part of a
diverse farming practice.
The hands represent the working together of people and their caring for the land.”
(http:www. Swartlandindependent.co.za/the-logo/)

Later, after relooking at the system, the committee felt that there should be a more
defined system to control the bottles that are produced under the SIP. In 2012 they
added the back label/bottle sticker shown in Figure 5.30
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Figure 10: Swartland Independent Producers: Certification label, as an indication of
certified wine under the scheme.30
The label numbers follow on each other in sequence. Label numbers are allocated to
producers per number of wines produced under the SIP conditions. (This system is
currently controlled by Maree Louw, the first employee of SIP). All listed producers
who wish to certify wine under the movement are required to submit their WSR2A
certificates to SIP Admin (Maree Louw) in order to have the seal numbers allocated
to each wine.31
7.6.

Marketing

One of the main ideas behind the Swartland Initiative was to have a stronger voice on
the marketing front. The first joint marketing event was at Winex, Johannesburg in
2012. The next was at Cape Wine, 2012.
Many producers in the Swartland are small wineries that make handcrafted wines.
They do not always see it financially worth their while to participate in such events
like international wine shows. However, as a group, costs are split equally and
wineries are allocated similar quantities of wines that they are permitted to show at
an event hence, their exposure/marketing is carried out on a more level playing
field.14
The long-term idea is to move the marketing drive to new heights and create more
marketing opportunities.14
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8 CONCLUDING REMARKS
8.1

Remarks of wine personalities

This section contains remarks from several well-known wine personalities, both
overseas and local, on the Swartland region and its wines, and recent advances made
in terms of winemaking in the area. International tasters are also beginning to see the
quality that lies within this region and positive reviews/ratings are now being gained
by the Swartland Origin wines each year. Many comment favourably/speak highly of
the advances bring made in the Swartland and the wines produced there – hence
contributing to a positive response to the original question posed by the author:
Is the Swartland the new South African wine hub?
According to Tim Atkin (award-winning wine writer and Master of Wine,
with 28 years’ experience, the Swartland is a ‘hotbed of innovation’ and a draw for
talented young winemakers. It now produces wines that ‘thrill and delight’. He
describes the area as ‘one of the most dynamic regions in the southern hemisphere’.
32,33
Atkin has also indicated that Eben Sadie from Sadie Family Wines is arguably
the finest winemaker in South Africa and, when tasting his wines annually, it just
become increasingly evident. He further indicated that Adi Badenhorst from AA
Badenhorst Family Wines is yet another exceptional winemaker from the Swartland
region that makes wines as close as one could find to Chateaneuf-du-Pape. In his
opinion, the wines produced in the Swartland by the independent wineries are not as
mono-dimensional, and they experiment to improve their craft of winemaking.32,33
Six wines that he currently recommends are listed in Appendix C.
According to an International Wine Review blog (i-Wine review)34: Andrea
and Chris Mullineux may seem a bit young to be called great winemakers, it is a title
they have justly earned. Not only did Mullineux Family Wines receive great reviews,
but the prestigious Cape Winemakers Guild endorsed this assessment when it
recently inducted Andrea into its exclusive membership. (She is currently only one of
two women among the 46 members of the guild.) Mullineux’s 2010 Syrah was
named Wine of the Year by Platter in the 2013 edition of Platter’s South African
Wines. Furthermore, Mike Potashnik and Don Winkler (The International Wine
Review, manager and publisher) consider that their latest releases of Granite Syrah
and Schist Syrah are at a still higher level.34
Victoria Moore (The Telegraph, United Kingdom) reported that increasingly
more people are making their way to the Swartland region. Among them are Adi
Badenhorst, previously the winemaker at Rustenberg, Chris Mullineux and his
Californian wife Andrea, and Mark Kent of Boekenhoutskloof in Franschhoek. She
commented “there’s a ‘surfers-and-cowboys’ vibe there that’s exhilarating to be
around”. The new wave of winemakers is focused on producing wines without too
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much intervention – or, they have few sets of rules: no acidity addition and natural
fermentation.35
Roland Peens (The Wine Cellar, Cape Town) recently held a ‘young guns’
tasting of new exciting young winemakers. Five were from the Swartland and only
three from other regions and, of the latter, one makes wine from fruit bought from
the Swartland region. The five from the Swartland were Craig Hawkins, David
Sadie, Donovan Rall, Johan Meyer and Jurgen Gouws all well-known winemakers
from the Swartland. Also present were Chris Alheit, Peter Finlayson and Marelise
van Rensburg.36
According to wine writer Jancis Robinson (MW), there are signs of ‘dynamic
life’ in South Africa’s backwoods Swartland region source of an increasing number
of truly distinctive wines.37
In 2010, of 24 wines from South Africa recommended by James Molesworth
(Senior Editor, Wine Spectator), five were from Swartland origin.38
Neal Martin (successor to Robert Parker, wine critic for The Wine Advocate),
calls the Swartland the home of new exciting wines, and home to young dynamic
energy, lead by Eben Sadie in his opinion, one of the great preservationists in the
new generation of South African winemakers, who has been instrumental in putting
the Swartland on the map.39
Further specific examples of proof that the wines of Swartland origin have
gained significant recognition recently include the following: Eben Sadie was
recently named ‘Best Winemaker in The Southern Hemisphere’, and his Sequilo
Cellar was the Platter Wine Guide’s number one cellar with two five-stars in 2010.
Mullineux Family Wines have three wines under the Mullineux label with five star
ratings. Donovan Rall’s Red, also WO Swartland, has a five-star rating
Finally, to ‘quantify’ the quality wines that have recently emanated from the
Swartland, we can cite John Platter’s ratings. According the well-known Platter‘s
South African Wine Guide,2 over the past few years, since 2010, there has been an
increase in the number of Swartland wines that are five-star rated, as summarised in
Table 4.
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Table 4: Number of Swartland wines awarded 5 stars by Platter (2009–2013)2
Year
2009
2010

Number of
5-star wines
0
4

2011
2012
2013

2
4
7

8.2

Further awards to Swartland origin wines
Winery of the year:
Eben Sadie’s Sequilo Cellar
Wine of the year:
Mullineux Family Wines’ Syrah 2010

Author’s brief remarks:

The Swartland region offers unique wines, which are being increasingly recognised.
The increasing number of Swartland origin wines is a benchmark that one cannot
overlook.
The increasing number of Swartland origin wines that are being awarded 5 stars by
Platter is most significant.
The increasing recognition that Swartland origin wines is attracting from well-known
wine personalities, locally and internationally, is proof of the excellent wines that it
offers.
The Swartland soils are very diverse; one can find an area suitable for the cultivation
of almost any type of grape.
The Swartland climate and terroir supports a unique home for quality fruits to
develop.
Over and above, it is the winemakers of the area themselves that play a significant
role in producing great wines, and promoting the area with their wines– most of
them are winemakers with ‘flamboyant’ personalities, which is also undoubtedly
evident in their wines.
Personally, I consider the following statement to be worthy of inclusion here:
“Family is at the heart of all wines produced in the Swartland! Each and every
winemaker will welcome visitors with warmth and cheer that is customary to the
Swartland.”40
8.3

‘Swartland Revolution’

With reference to the word ‘revolution’, as in the ‘Swartland Revolution’, Tim Atkin
had the following to say: “Every revolution needs a spark, a catalyst that changes
things forever. It might not compare with the storming of the Bastille or the fall of
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the Berlin Wall, but the wines these independent winemakers produce, does turn
heads to the appellation. Without it, the Swartland would still be regarded as a rural
backwater, better known for wheat fields than vineyards. Instead, it is one of the
most dynamic regions in the southern hemisphere.”32,33
8.4

‘In conclusion’ – to answer the original question posed

Overall, and substantiated by much of what is reported in this dissertation, it can be
concluded that the Swartland is indeed becoming the new wine hub of South Africa.
“Watch this area”
“Taste its wine”
mm
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* http://www.vinpro.co.za/Framework/Katena.asp?P=Pub&SP=Katena:
The Catena-series currently consists of two of four soil publications regarding the wine producing
areas of the Western Cape, namely:
• Catena – Soil associations for the Breede River Valley
• Catena – Soil associations of the Swartland/Paarl
• Catena – Soil associations of Stellenbosch
• Catena – Soil associations of the Olifants River
This user-friendly guide to the wine producing areas of the Western Cape will not only be a handy
marketing tool for regional wine marketers, but the regional viticulturist on the farm, the educated farm
manager himself or the student can also learn more about their environment.
Each publication contains the specific area’s unique features, limitations and yield potential with
regard to wine grape cultivation, as well as the cultivation techniques are presented in an easy-tofollow format.
The Swartland and Paarl publication was released in May 2009 and contains the typical soil
associations of the wine producing areas in the coastal area which includes Darling, Malmesbury,
Riebeek-West, Wellington, Paarl and Franschhoek.]

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Appendix A: Maps of interest
A1: Annual mean rainfall in the Swartland

Figure A1: Rainfall in the Swartland. (Source: Oberholzer and Schloms, 2008)13
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A2: Temperatures in the Swartland (February)

Figure A2: Temperatures in the Swartland (February). (Source: Oberholzer and
Schloms, 2008)13
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A3: Geology (Soil) of the Swartland

Figure A3: Swartland soil. (Source: Oberholzer and Schloms, 2008)13
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Appendix B: Members of the SIP Organisation (2013)
Source: http://www.swartlandindependent.co.za/members/

AA Badenhorst Family
Wines
AnnexKloof
David Sadie
Dragonridge Winery
Hofstraat
Intellego Wines
Kloovenburg
Lammershoek
Meerhof
Mullineux Family Wines
Nativo
Nuweland
Orangerie
Org de Rac
Paardebosch
Porseleinberg
Rall Wines
Saffer Wines (Silvervis)
Santa Cecilia
Sequillo Cellars
Testalonga
Tobias
Wildehurst Winery

Adi Badenhorst

adi@iafrica.com

Hugo Basson
David Sadie
Johan Simons
Wim Smit
Jurgen Gouws
Pieter du Toit
Carla Kretzel
Krige Visser
Chris & Andrea Mullineux
Billy Hughes
Juan Louw
Pieter Euvrard
Gilmar Boshoff
Marius Malan
Marc Kent & Callie Louw
Donovan Rall
Michael Roets
Anton Espost
Eben Sadie
Craig Hawkins
Bryan McRobert
Marais de Villiers

hugo@annexkloofwines.co.za
wine@davidsadie.co.za
info@fynbosestate.co.za
renosterbos@cornergate.com
jurgen@intellegowines.co.za
info@kloovenburg.com
carla@lammershoek.co.za
meerhofwine@gmail.com
chris@mullineuxwines.com
penny@nativo.co.za
juan@nuweland.za.net
orangeriewines@yahoo.com
cellar@orgderac.co.za
marius@malanotwines.co.za
callie@porcelainmountain.com
donovanrall@yahoo.com
Roetsster@gmail.com
espost@telkomsa.net
eben@thesadiefamily.com
testalongawines@gmail.com
brymac84@gmail.com
mainstreet@mweb.co.za
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Appendix C: Swartland wines, recommended by Tim Aitkin
(August 2013)
Source: http://www.timatkin.com/articles?1038
Whites
Duiker White 2011 A ripe, flavoursome blend of Chenin, Chardonnay and Semillon from
Adi Badenhorst, with a creamy texture and notes of peach and fresh apple. 87 points
Sadie Family Palladius 2010 13 vineyards and ten white varieties are blended to make this
brilliant Cape white. Smoky, savoury and mineral-infused, with subtle oak and cinnamon
spice. 95 points
Reds
Finest Swartland Shiraz 2011 Another great value wine from Adi Badenhorst, with lovely,
refreshing red fruit flavours, good balance and a touch of sweet oak from inner staves. 87
points
Porcupine Ride Syrah 2011 Consistently one of the Cape’s best sub-£10 reds, this is a
perfumed, ginger-scented Syrah with voluptuous tannin and juicy, blackberry and bramble
fruit. 88 points
Spice Route Pinotage 2010 An un-irrigated, bush vine red with classic Pinotage scents of
red fruits and liquorice and a sheen of spicy vanilla oak. Sweet, plush and concentrated. 91
points
Rall Wines Red 2009 Despite the high alcohol, this impressive Syrah/Grenache blend from
Donovan Rall is minerally and very taut, with subtle raspberry and reducurrant notes. 93
points
Mullineux Syrah 2010 Sourced from seven vineyards on three soil types, this is a very
refreshing red, with notes of blackberry, spice and pepper and beautifully defined tannins. 95
points
Porseleinberg 2010 The maiden release from this ambitious project is dense, structured and
tarry, with muscular, ageworthy tannins, good freshness and masses of dark fruits. 95 points
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